Building a Cloud Based Infrastructure for Transparent and
Reproducible Analysis of Omic Data
Abstract: Big data is a termed often used to describe data sets that are
too large to be analyzed with commodity computer hardware running
end-user software. Until recently, high complexity big data sets from
genomics and proteomics were obtained by domain experts and
analyzed by dedicated bioinformatics staff. Rapid advances in nextgeneration sequencing and mass spectrometry have driving down the
cost of genomic and proteomic experiments making the acquisition of
these complex data sets available to a much broader research
community. More and more investigators are seeking answers from next
gen sequencing and proteomics in lieu of traditional bench-top
molecular biology. The adoption of omics in the lab has been further
aided by a fervent community of scientists creating user friendly data
analysis software. Investigators now have a dizzying array of options
for analyzing short read sequencing or tandem mass spectrometry data.
Given these trends in omic science, the call for transparent and
reproducible data analysis pipelines is gaining increased momentum.
This talk will explore examples of integrative genomic and proteomic workflows from the
perspective a bench scientist attempting to address the ongoing challenges for developing
transparent and reproducible scientific workflows. A strategy for how data analysis pipelines can
be efficiently disseminated and reproduced across research labs will be presented.
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